10th International Conference on Near-field Optics

Buenos Aires, Argentina - September, 1st-5th, 2008

In Arc-et-Senans (France) NFO came to light in 1992 and since then the field has brightened and enhanced. After USA, Korea and Switzerland, the 10th of the series will be held in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Traditionally, the Conference rotates between Europe, Asia and America, and this will be the first time it will take place in South America.

NFO has provided a well focused forum for discussing the fundamentals of near field optics and their numerous applications. Each edition finds new hot topics exploding everyday. From nanoimaging and small apertures the field has grown to plasmonics, antennas, photonic devices, nanofabrication, metamaterials, superlensing and much more.

Another main goal pursued this time is to promote actively this vigorous field among graduate students. For this purpose, besides the traditional conference, a one day introductory school will be held with tutorial talks given by renowned international professors. Partial financial support will be provided for a number of students and young scientists attending the Conference.

Buenos Aires does not need advertising; it is well known as a very cosmopolitan, busy and active city. The selected conference venue is located close enough to downtown to be near the cultural and night activities and far enough to provide a cozy environment for discussions and exchange. In summary, science, food, tango and friends are among the excellent reasons to be here. We are waiting for you all.
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